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Baltimore Orioles manager Dave Trembley's body language said it all.

For six consecutive innings on Wednesday, he only roused himself from a full-body slouch to collect 
the ball from yet another ineffective pitcher.

With every one of the Texas Rangers' record-breaking 30 runs, his face and shoulders sagged lower. His 
lips remained pressed. His gaze seemed empty.

He was watching his team go down in the biggest drubbing in modern baseball history.

What's worse, the game was the first of a doubleheader. Another game, and possibly another 
embarrassment, was only hours away.

It's an extreme example of a dilemma that coaches wrestle with: How do you spur members of a team 
to summon their pride and their skills in times when victory appears out of reach?

And how do you rebound? While consensus seems as elusive as an Orioles out, there are a few 
approaches to escaping the doldrums.

The majority opinion is to take the Happy Gilmore approach. In the 1996 comedy, a pro golfer played 
by Adam Sandler lets his emotions take over his game.

He throws clubs and loses a punch-up to Bob Barker. His game only comes together when his mentor, 
Chubbs, advises him to visualize a "happy place" when anger is peaking.

With images of his girlfriend toting a pitcher of beer on a desert island, he goes on to win a tournament 
and her love.

"Once you become frustrated and it leads to anger, your performance deteriorates rapidly," says Paul 
Dennis, the player development coach for the Toronto Maple Leafs and a sports psychology professor 
at York University.

When Dr. Dennis sees players showing losing body language, he advises them to undertake what he 
calls "emotion regulation" in which they hark back to a positive memory from the past.

"With the Baltimore Orioles, these are professionals who may at one time have been NCAA champions 
or the winner of a batting title," Dr. Dennis says. "They should be encouraged to think back to that as a 
way of stopping the negative thoughts."

And if they can't dredge up a good sports memory, Dr. Dennis says, they can look beyond the field, 
maybe even to "a particularly enjoyable experience with a spouse or another family member."

"What I recommend is a ratio of three to one: For every mistake we make, we have to recall three 
positive experiences."



But on nights when the strikes and errors seem to pile up faster than the mind can dredge up good 
times, some coaches favour the Donnie Brasco approach.

"It's sometimes best to forget about it and try again tomorrow," says John Dunn, a University of Alberta 
sports psychologist and consultant to a number of CFL and NHL players. "Even Tiger Woods will 
sometimes go out and shoot 78. But he'll usually rebound with a 68."

In the scheme of things, the Orioles have little to worry about. The game is just one of 162 they will 
play over the course of the season.

One blowout loss doesn't count for anything more than a regular loss after all.

"Players know that baseball is a game of failure," says Andre Lachance, coach of the Canadian 
women's baseball team. "If you hit three in 10 balls, you're a millionaire. So they're used to frustration."

And then there's the Lou Piniella approach. With his Chicago Cubs down against the Atlanta Braves 
two months ago, Mr. Piniella, the quick-tempered Cubs' manager, charged after an umpire because of a 
controversial call.

He was eventually tossed from the game and suspended for four games for kicking dirt and making 
contact with an official.

Since Mr. Piniella's tirade, the chronically underachieving Cubs have been one of the best teams in the 
National League.

"There is a place for dressing-down," Dr. Dennis said. "Coaching is a results-oriented position. If it 
works, go with it."

The Orioles manager sided with the Brasco approach. "You let it go," Mr. Trembley told the Baltimore 
Sun after the blowout. "You need to have a real short memory."

It worked - almost.

The score in game two of the double header? 9-7. Rangers won by two.


